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Title word cross-reference

$1$ [Dea02]. $10.95$ [Mac00a]. $100.00$ [Web08]. $102.50$ [Aga04]. $103.00$ [Lüt04a, Man04]. $105.95$ [Han07b].
$110.00$ [Mac09a]. $112.00$ [Gui04]. $12.00$ [Kra07]. $120.00$ [Kus07, Mor01c]. $122.00$ [Cuo02, Nut05, Ter08]. $124.00$ [Chi06].
$124.95$ [Hig07]. $127.00$ [Tso05]. $129.00$ [Smi09a]. $13.50$ [Tho03c]. $130.00$ [Joh05c]. $132.00$ [Gol05]. $14.00$ [Hug07b].
$14.95$ [Goo09b]. $143.00$ [Hen03a]. $149.00$ [Elm09]. $15.00$ [Gor02]. $15.95$ [Aga01b]. $150$ [Ric01b]. $150.00$ [She03].
$152.00$ [Aug09]. $16.00$ [Hut04]. $16.95$ [Aga01a, Tim02]. $169.00$ [Kim05]. $17.00$ [Ful03]. $17.95$ [Hal04a]. $179.00$ [Gra06].
$18.00$ [Hal02a, Wal03]. $18.95$ [Man01a, Sch03a, Sta03]. $189.00$ [Mos08b]. $19.00$ [Bor03, Boh01]. $19.50$ [Cha03].
$19.95$ [Bar01b, Boo07, Fri03a, Har08, Lam02, Mun08, Rol06, Tim05]. $195.00$ [Hun05b]. $199.00$ [Elm09]. $20.00$ [Can02b, Phi02, Qui04, Yam04b, Yeo04, Goo02a]. $21.95$ [Sha02]. $217.00$ [Plo05].
$22.00$ [Dix06, Nes06b, Nut04, Suz05]. $22.50$ [Ade04, Gat05, Jen01, Joh06c]. $23.00$ [And03a, Dea06a, Mü011]. $24.00$ [Jam03, Lip08, Smi05b]. $24.95$ [Dol02c, Ful01b, Lau06, Mar05, Mor03b, Seg05, Smi02b, Tos09, Wil09d]. $24.99$ [Coo07a, Gau08].
$25.00$ [App05a, Bar01a, Goo02b, Hei07b, Hen05b, Hen04e, Jon04, Out04, Pen07, Ric01a, Sch01, She07, Siv08, Sta06b, Ste09b, Tur06b]. $25.95$ [Bru06, Mac07]. $26.00$ [Far06, Fre04d, Ful03, Jor02, Mor05b,
Rud05a, Rud05b, Rud08, Wit07, Coo07b.
Ages [Eag05a, Nut05, Kin01]. Agnesi [Pet09, Maz07b]. agnosticism [Lig02].
Agnatology [Tos09, PS08]. Agrarian [Har06]. Agricultural [Kim07, Har05b].
Agriculture [Hal04b, Har06, Bra08, Fit03, McCo2].
Agustí [Kle04]. Aileen [Ric09b, Tur06b].
Air [Cla04b, Atm04, Bru08, CKM99]. air-pump [Bru08].
Akademie [Bru09, Gin04, Iro04, Mac09a, Nes06a].
Akihito [Dig08].
al [EB07, Fox05, Hod06a, Med00]. al-Furqan [EB07].
Alain [Fyf02b, Kem09]. Alan [Hal04b, Bra08, Fit03, CCMM99].
Albania [Mor09b]. Albert [Har06].
Albert [Hen05b, Rud04b, Jam01a]. Albin [NG01b].
Alchemical [Smi02b]. Alchemie [Smi02b, Sch00].
Alchemiehandbuch [Smi04]. Alchemist [Edd05b, Tra07, New03].
alchemistischen [Smi006].
Alchemy [Edd05b, Hen07a, Kni02, NP02, Num07, Pag03, Roo08, Smi05b, Smi09a, Lev01, Lin03, Mor05a, NG01a, Pr07, Sch00].
Alder [Goo04a]. Alderhot [Nes09].
Aldershot [Alt01, Alb08, Bar07, Bek06, Bre04, Bre06, Bro05b, Bro03c, Bro01b, Bro04c, Cam08, Cla04a, Cla07a, Coo09, Coo03, Coo06b, Dou06, Dun08, Eag08, Edd03b, Edd05a, End04a, Far07a, Fyf02b, Fyf03b, Gil08, Gis09, Gou03a, Gou06, Han07b, Hen01, Hig07, Hob06, Kem09, Kus00, Luc05, Mor06c, Mor06d, Mor06e, Mos08a, Nye09, Pic07, Ril00, Ril01b, Rit02, Rob07, Rud07, Sam07, Sch02a, Siv06, Smi06d, Ste05b, Wee07, Wer09, Wil09a].
Aleksandr [Yam00]. Alessandro [Pug09]. Alex [Hen02b, Big06, Hay06, Sum06].
Alexander [Eag08, Far07c, Ste05a, Tyb04]. Alexandria [Hoy08, Coo00].
Alexis [Sel08]. Alfred [Can08a, Coo06a, Gar03b, Ghi01, GGO06a, Sim04, Web06, Coo05b, Fic04, Jon02b, Slo04, WC02, WB02]. Algebra [GG09, GP07].
Alice [Sta03, Twe09]. Alisa [Sir06]. Alison [Mor06d, Kha06a]. Alix [Edd09]. Allan [Goo06b, Bro06a, Sta07a]. Allard [McG08].
Allen [Chi06, End04a, Goo03, Hen07a, Tim08, Deb06, Hig04c, Tim04, Tim08].
Allergies [Stu09, Mit07]. Allergy [Sta09].
allgemeinen [App05b]. Almanacs [Rut08].
Alps [Rud04b]. alten [Man01b]. Alter [Rad00a]. Alternative [Biv07, Duf09].
Alternatives [Vic07, Sta06a]. Altruism [Tur09b, Dix08b].
amateurs [Ogi00, Ver03]. Amazing [Ber08, Del06b]. Ambitions [Bre06, Hen04b, Dea01, RH04].
Ambix [Hen07a]. America [Ber08, Boo07, Edd03b, Edg08, Fyf02a, Fyf03b, Goo06a, Jon02a, Jon04, Lin07, Log08, Mor01b, Pem04, Ast01, Bar00b, Cow01, Del06b, Gol04, Hoo06, Mur00, Nor07, Tho02a].
American [Aga02, Aga04, Col00, Daw06, Doi01, Edd05b, Goo02c, GG06b, GG09, Har06, Hug08, Jam01a, Kle05, Lin05, Pet08, Ree08, Tim03b, Wal03, Web07, Bek01, Bon04a, Car07, Deve00, Fit03, Igo07, Jef02a, Kin05, Kri06, Moy97, New03, Swe01, Zen98].
Amherst [Cla04b]. Amir [Ste05a]. Amíria [Urr07].
Amsteldijk [Mül01]. Amsterdam [Ade04, App05b, Coo02b, Edd07a, Gin04, Iro04, Jen01, Kno01, Mac09a, Mag06a, Maz04a, Pet07a, Rav00, Ver03].
Amsterdamska [Ric08]. Amundson [Bow07]. amusing [Son04]. analogical [Ver05]. analogy [Smi08g, Smi08s].
Analysis [AH02, GG06b, Sim02, Sta09a, FK06, Hee08, Jah03, Mcg06]. anatomical [Bro02e, Daw00, Car99, Mar09]. Ancestral [Goo09b, Lyn09, Liv08].
Ancient [Cam08, Gau08, Hsu06, Llo04, Nut04, Tot04, Wil09d, Gra07b, Llo06, Sas01, Tau08].
Anders [Par01a]. Andersen [Sta08b].
Andersson [Edd07b, Led08]. André [Hoc09, McG08]. Andreas
Andreas
[Bro02e, Daw00, Dep07].
Andrew
[Aga05, Goo02b, Hum05a, Lea05, Ver04, Fin03a, Fyf02b, Gar03b, Gra05, Kas02, Tyb02].
Angel
[Man00b].
Angela
[Kir05, Ste09a].
Angeles
[Han07a, Mar05, Rob05, Ste07, Ste04b].
Angelic
[Wal06b].
Angerstein
[Dol02a, ABB01].
Animal
[El01, Hal02, Kir05, MW07, Mun08, Smi08d, Bla07, CJ02, Rad07, Sni06b].
animal-human
[CJ02].
Annals
[Tim03c, Kre07].
Anne
[Biv08, Bra00, Daw00].
Annette
[Kus03].
Annie
[Ske04, Key01, Ogi00].
Antarctica
[TDNS08].
Anthology
[Bro05a, Gar03b, Mor09b, Sta03, Gat02, Hen96, J+07, WB02].
Anthropological
[Kuk06].
Anthropologists
[Cha02b, GO09].
Archeology
[Cha05, Siv08, Sta04].
Art
[Ade05, Brö02b, Eag06b, For03, Jor06, Kem09, Sch02a, Web08, Das04, Giv05, HW01a, NFJ97].
Artefacts
[Coo06c].
Artifices
[Br06, Sta03, Mus09, Sta07b].
Artibuses
[Hig05].
Artificial
[Cop04, Ste09b, Wee09a, BVN07, Ris07].
Artigas
[Ade08, Hei08].
Artisan
[Hen06b, Twe09].
artist
[HP02].
Arts
[Jor02, Ham01a].
Arts
[ETV04, Hug01, Joh07a, Jor01, Kha06b, Cro01c, Lon01, Mor97a, UB03].
[Mcc05]. Ash [Tre06]. Ashbourne [Coo04, Mil04]. Ashgate [Alb01, Alb08, Bar07, Bek06, Bre04, Bre06, Bro05b, Bro01b, Bro04c, Cam08, Cla04a, Cla07a, Coe09, Coo03, Coo06b, Dou06, Dun08, Eag09, Edd03b, Edd05a, End04a, Far07a, Fyf02b, Fy03b, Gil08, Gis09, Gou03a, Gou06, Han07b, Hen01, Hig07, Hob06, Kem09, Kus00, Luc05, Mor06c, Mor06d, Mor06e, Mos08a, Nes09, Nye09, Pic07, Rit00, Rit01b, Rit02, Rob07, Rud07, Sam07, Sch02a, Siv06, Smi06d, Ste05b, Wee07, Wer09, Wil09a]. Ashworth [Sum05]. Asia [Das09]. Askant [Mag06a]. Asma [Alb03b]. Aspects [Cha01, Fet00]. Assistance [Jam05]. Assistant [Sta03]. associate [Mac01a, Müü01]. Associated [Ben06, Man06, BRW04]. Association [Chi04b, Jon04, Lin05, Mac05, WHF08, Bow06a, Bro03c, Kha06b, Nea00a]. Assumptions [Cla09]. Astore [Fyf03b]. Astrolabe [Eag05b, CE02]. Astrolabes [Hig07, vCA +05, Tur03b]. Astrologer [Tra07]. Astrological [Pag01, Tra01]. Astrology [Pag03, Rut08, Har00c, NG01a]. Astronomer [Aga01c, Nea00b, Nea00a, Moo99, Hom09, Wil97]. Astronomers [Aga02, Loc02, DeV00, MCS09, Ogi00, Ste00a]. Astronomiae [Joh02b]. Astronomical [Big01, Smi08b, Mos07, Mus09]. Astronomico [Big01]. Astronomy [App05b, Ben02, Big07, CG00a, D’A03, Gin04, Goo02c, Har01a, Hes01, Joh02b, Mcc05, SS00, Smi02a, Aab01, BZ04, Can01a, Gee00, Har00c, Hei05, Hof07, Hol99, KDD0, Ogi00, Rei05a, Sta01a, Ver02, Rei05a]. astrophysical [Sta07f]. Asylum [For03, Tho03a, Ste00b, Wri01]. Athanasius [Gor02, Row00]. Athlone [For04, Hen04a, Yos00]. Atlanta [Jen01, Kno01]. Atlantic [Rob06, Rob09b, Bai05, DD08, Os10, Sch04a]. Atmography [Gol01]. Atmospheric [GR00, Hem02b]. Atomic [Tur03a, Her06]. Atomism [Lüt04a, Cle00, Sta03]. Atoms [Kle05, Sie02]. AU$49.95 [Pre03]. Aube [Hoc09]. Audiences [Bar08, Par01a, Lig07, LBV00]. Audion [Hem03, Hon01]. Aufklärung [Nes06c, Hoc03]. Augmentés [Rud04b]. Augustin [Smi00a]. Augustist [Edg05]. Augustin [Coo05a]. Augustin-Pyramus [Coo05a]. Augustus [Har01a, Gee00]. Aurum [Smi07a]. Austin [Hal04b]. Australia [Bar01b, Wal06c, Dun09]. Australians [Kuk06]. Author [Can02b]. Authority [Far06, Roo08, Wil09a, Cro01c, DV04, McT05, Num07, Sta01b, Van02a]. authors [Ano09o, Joh00]. Authorship [ETV04, Top02, Lon01, Sec00]. Autobiographical [Bar01a, KCH00]. Autobiographies [Ash04b, HH03]. Autobiography [Jen02, NM00]. autour [Chi01b, Hul00, Rud04b]. Available [Mac09a, avancement [Chi04b], Averaged [Pet08, Igo07]. Avicenna [McG08]. Avicennan [Mcg06]. AVISTA [Kem09]. Axel [Joh02b]. Axiomatization [Cor04a, Gra06, Smi08g, Smi08h]. Ayval [DM05b]. B [Aga04, Bax09, Coo06a, Dea02, Edd07a, Fin03a, Jor08, Liv05a, Ner05, Pau09, Pet07a, Rud04b, Si03, Spa06, Ste04b, Tim04]. B. [Hod06b, Müü01]. Babbage [Cro04]. baby [Sch05b]. Bachelard [Til04]. Back [Ano09a, Ano09c, Ano09e, Ano09g, Chi02a, Coo02a, Cou04, Fre04b, Sen02a, Shi03a, Alb08, Arn06b]. Bacon [Dea09, Hen02a, Man00a, Man01a, Man06, Sha02, Wee07, Gau01, Man03, SM05b, Zag01]. Baconian [Hum07b]. Bad [Boo07]. Baden [Kra02]. Baden-Baden [Kra02]. bag [Dea02]. Bailey [Don06]. Baily [Rob06]. Baird [Emm01, Goo06b, Joh02c, Joh04b, Bur00, KB02, McL00]. Bakker [Rav00]. Ball [Mor09b, Hom09]. Ballantyne [Siv06].
Baltas [Ful02]. Baltimore [Ade08, Aga04, Bur08, Chi02b, Dea08, Dig09, Dix09, ETV04, Gar03b, Gra08a, Gra08b, Ham07a, Hem02a, Knö02, Knö04, Lyn09, Pet09, Pro08, Rad00a, Sle01, Spa03, Tim03b, Tre06, Web07, Web09, Whi06]. Band [Smi06c, Sta04, Wei02b]. Banks [Mac00b, Mil02, BC00, Gas98a]. Barbara [Coo07a, Gou03b, Sho03, App05a, Bra05a, Pag01]. Barber [Jor02, Barcelona [Fox05, Goo02d, NG04]. Barcelonesa [Fox05]. Bardeen [Hes04, HD02]. Barker [Sta08b, Tyn02]. Barlow [Hig04b]. Barnes [Gis09, Ham07a, Maz08, Val05]. Barometers [Dry09]. Baroque [Gor02, Row00]. barrel [Sum01]. Barry [Gis09, Maz08]. Bart [Hig08, Mac08b]. Barker [Sta03]. Basic [Sta03]. Basil [Hun06]. Basiliken [Hop01]. Basiliken-Presse [Hop01]. Basingstoke [Can07, Edg04, Hen04c, Hen04b, Hig03a, Kha06a, Led08, Rit09, Sle09a, Smi08e]. Bastable [Coo06b]. battery [UU07]. Battle [Car01a, Tim04, Roc01, Wei02d]. Bauer [Dol02b]. Beach [Haf08, Hey08, Joh07a, Nav09, Rau06, Rau08, Smi09a, Tim08, WM08]. Beagie [Dea05, Ric01b, Key00, Key02]. Bearing [Mos07, Smi08b]. Beatrix [Web07]. BeauChamp [Hon02]. Beautiful [Bro03c, HH101]. Beauty [Nes06b, Sta03, Han03, Mil01]. Became [Gor07, GG03a, Sta06b, Mor05d, Wei02c]. Beck [Smi02b]. Becker [Smi08f]. Becoming [Jon02a, Mur09]. Bednarek [Rol06]. Bee [Mun08]. Beer [Sle05, Tei00]. Before [Can02b, Coh09, Hol08, Hor07, Ken07, Rau08]. Beginning [Bax09, Sha08a]. Beginnings [Gou06, KG04]. Behavior [Dew07, Bur05]. Behind [Ben04b, Bli06, Hei08, Mac02, Elz06, WM08]. Being [Ric09a]. beings [Nor07]. Beiser [Web07]. Beitrag [Har01b, Tei00]. Beiträge [Hör78]. belated [Edl04a]. Belief [Hei08, Mor02c, Jac00a, May05a, SA06]. Beliefs [Bar07, KE05]. Belknap [Edg08, Haf08, Mor08]. Ben [Rei07a]. Bender [Daw06]. Benedict [App05a, Rud04b]. Benedikt [Rei07b]. Benefit [RN09]. Benfey [Mor03b]. Benjamin [Bra07, Gou09a, Hen05b, Bra07, GG04]. Bensaude [Chi01a, Chi03b, Par01a, Vid05, Wei09a, Wer09]. Bensaude-Vincent [Chi01a, Chi03b, Par01a, Vid05, Wei09a, Wer09]. Beretta [Joh07a, Kni03, Pan06]. Berg [Ben04b, Dol02a, Har04c]. Berggren [Tyb04]. Berghahn [Sho09]. Berit [Cla04a]. Berk [Car00, Dig08, Goo06b, Han07a, Hug07b, Kra07, Leh09, Mar05, Rob05, Seg05, Ste07, Ste04b, Wil09c]. Berlin [Aga03b, Bru09, Fie05, Goo00, Har02d, Hey05, Hug00, Maz02a, Nes01, Nes06a, Par01b, Ric04, Set04, Sta03, Sta04, Web08, Wei02b, Zir04, Goo00]. Berman [Nor07]. Bern [Alb03a, End04b, Kim07]. Bernadette [Par01a, Chi01a, Chi03b, Vid05, Wei09a, Wer09]. Bernal [Hug07a, Bro05c]. Bernard [Bra00, Goo02c, Hen05b, Jor08, Maz04a, Ric09b, Rob06, Bar08, Coo03, Mor06a]. Bernardi [Vid05]. Berry [Gar03b]. Bert [Rav00, Dau06]. Bertoloni [Dea08]. Bertucci [Fin09, Goo05]. Bessel [Hop07]. Besson [Fy02b]. Betrayal [Sta07b, Mil05]. Better [Bur08, Sle07]. Between [Bou02, Shro09, Aga03b, Bra08, Gni04, Har05b, Kim07, Kra07, Mac06, SS01]. Beurton [Olb02]. Beyond [Del09, Ful09a, Pye09, Sok08, GHL03, Mar05, Maz07a]. Bezzola [App05b]. Biagioli [She07]. bible [Edl04a]. biblical [Liv03]. Bibliographia [Med00]. Bibliographic [Lin05]. Bibliographie [Smi06c]. Bibliography
Bibliopolis [Man00b]. Bibliotheca [Pan06].
Bibliothèque [Coo05a, Cor05, Rud04b].
Bicks [Hob06]. Bier [Har01b, Tei00]. Bild [BSD08, Bru09]. Bilder [Bru09, BSD08].
Bildung [Hop04, Zig04]. Bild [Dig08].
Bindman [Jor02]. Biodiversity [Joh07b].
Biografie [Rav00]. Biographical [Goo08a, Gou03b, Ara06, Hai01].
Biographies [And03a, Boh01, Das00, Dix06, Maz07a, IO95]. Biography [Gli06, Kai05a, Mac08b, Che06, Shin06, Söd07, Bro02d, MM00, Sch04b].
Biohistorica [Hop01]. Biological [Mac08c, Wal05]. Biologie [Har02d].
Biology [Bow07, Ghi01, Hag04, MW07, Wal05, BHR00, CW02, GW00].
BioproSpecting [Rob06, Sch04a]. Biosciences [Her05b]. Biotechnology [Pan06, BHR00, CW02, GWT00].
Biowissenschaften [Wei02b, Zig04].
Bipartisan [Wig08]. Birgit [Bru09].
Birkhauser [Hug00, Aga03b, Fie05, Huy05, Maz02a, Ric04, Set04, Sta03]. Birmingham [Jac09, Jor02, Jon08].
Birth [Aga00, Hod06b, Hmu05a, Wei02a, BW01, Fau03, Gas08b, Ill00, RH97].
Birthday [Bla03, Dje01]. Birthing [Dip07, Zin05]. bis
[BHR00, Har02d, Smi06c]. Bitter [Stu06].
Bivins [Duf09, Smi08c]. BJH [An009a, An009b, An009c, An009d, An009e, An009f, An009g, An009h]. BJHS [AAH00a, An000a, Top00]. Black [Dix09, Hem03, Sta07b, Com07, Hon01, Mil05].
Black-Box [Hem03, Hon01]. Blackett [Mac07, Ney04]. Blackwell
[Hei08, Shu08]. Blondel [Chi03b, Wer09]. Blood [Lee02, Sen06a].
Boas [Liüt04b]. Bob [Cla05]. Boden [Abo08]. Bodies [Bro02e, Goo05, Smi06c, BP01, Car99].
Bodily [Dur05, Wor07]. Body [Daw00, Hen06b, Mor08, Qui04, Che06, Mus06, Sil01].
Boerhaave [Hig02, Hig08, Iro04, Kno02].
Boethius [Eag05a, Ste04a]. Böhlaus [Har01b]. Bohr [Kra07]. Bois [Fin03b].
Bois-Reymond [Fin03b]. Bollati [Fin09].
Bologna [Goo05, Knu03]. Bolt [Ben02].
bomb [Hug04a]. Bonaparte [Cor05, Cha02b]. Boner [Hig06]. Bones [MW09b, Som07, Tho09]. Book
[Abr08, Ack08, Ade04, Ade06, Ade08, Aga00, Aga01a, Aga01b, Aga01c, Aga02, Aga03a, Aga03b, Aga04, Aga05, Aga06, Aga08a, Alb01, Alb03a, Alb03b, Alb08, And03a, And09, App05a, App05b, Art04, Ash01, Ash04a, Aug09, Bar01a, Bar01b, Bar07, Bar08, Bax09, Bee01, Bek06, Ben00, Ben02, Ben04b, Ben06, Ber06b, Ber06a, Ber08, Big01, Big06, Big07, Big06, Big08, Bla03, Boh01, Boo07, Bor03, Bow04, Bow06a, Bow07, Bra00, Bra07, Bre04, Bre05, Bre06, Bro04a, Bro05a, Bro05b, Bro06a, Brö02b, Brö04b, Bro08b, Bro09, Bro3b, Bro3c, Bro10b, Bro02e, Bro04c, Br06, Br09, Bud00, Bur06a, Bur08, But06, CK02, Cam08, Can09, Can08a, Can01b, Can02b, Can04a, Can07, Can08b, Can04c, Car01a, Car06, Cha05, Cha01, Cho08, Ch01b, Ch04a, Chi06, Chi01a].
Book [Chi01b, Chi03b, Chi04b, Chr05, Ch02, Cla01, Cla04a, Cla05, Cla06, Cla07a, Cla09, Cla04b, Cole09, Cole09, Cole10, Col01b, Col02, Co005a, Co007a, Co009, Co004, Co006a, Co006b, Co006c, Co002b, Cor00, Cor04b, Cor05, Cor06, Cro04, Cro05a, Cro05b, Cu002, D’A03, Dan01, Das07, Das09, Daw00, Daw06, Daw07a, De 07, Dea05, Dea02, Dea06a, Dea07, Dea08, Dea09, Del06a, Del08, Del09, DM05b, Dep07, Dew01, Dew02, DiM07, Dig08, Dig09, Div01, Dix06, Dix04a, Dix05, Dix06, Dix08a, Dix09, Dod02, Dod06, Dol01, Dol02a, Dol02b, Dol02c, Dol04a, Dol04b, Dol04c, Doo04, Doo05, Don06, Dri03, Duf09, Dun08, ET04, Eag05a, Eag05b, Eag06a, Eag07, Eag08, Ed03a, Ed03b, Ed04a, Ed05a,
MS05b, Mor97b, Mor00, Mus06b, Ott08, Sch06a, Swe04, Tay04, Wor00. British [Bre04, Bro03a, Cha05, Cla09, Coo06b, Cor00, Del09, Dix03a, Dod06, Ed05a, For03, Hal03, Hay06, Jon09, Jor02, Kle09, Mac00b, Mok06, Mor05b, Mor06a, Mor07b, Mor01a, Nay09, Smi01b, Tur09b, Ank01, Ano00e, Bas04b, Edn97, tf04, Gas08a, Goi07, Har00c, Hig03b, Mc001, Ogi00, Ryl00, Sch05b, Sen06a, Smi02b, Smo08, BR06, Gil08, Har00c, Man00a, Rat07, WHF08]. C$39.00 [Pal06]. C. [Far07a, Smi00b], c.1700. [Cro07]. c.1870 [Cro07]. C.S.I.C [Med00]. CA [Cha03, Haf08, Han07b, Kra07, Eds04, Loz00]. Cabinets [Alb08, Arn06b]. cadavers [Mar09]. Cadbury [Pad01]. Cailliau [Aga01b]. Calaprice [Sta03]. calculating [Ros07]. Calendar [Ash01, CDK98]. California [Han07a]. California [Bra00, Dig08, Goo06b, Hug07b, Loh09, Mar05, Rob05, Seg05, Ste02, Ste07, Ste04b, Wlu09c]. Called [Cro05a, EoToBB01, Fer03, Ste04a]. caloric [Lev00]. Calvet [Liv05a, Bro02a]. Calvinist [Gin04, Iro04, Kno02, Ver02]. cambio [Fox05]. Cambridge [Ack08, Aga03a, Aga05, Alb03a, And03a, Ash01, Ash04b, Bar01b, Ben02, Ber06b, Ber06a, Ber08, Biv06, Biv08, Bow07, Bray07, But06, Can08a, Car01a, Cla06, Col00, Col01b, Col02, Coo07a, Daw07a, De 07, Dea06a, Del09, Dep07, Dix06, Dix09, Dod06, Dol04c, Ead06b, Edd03a, Edd04a, Edd08, Edd09, Edg08, Fin02, Fog07, Fre04d, Fri04, Ful01a, Ful01c, Ful03, Gau08, Gau09, Gil08, Goo01, Goo03, Goo06a, GG03b, GG06a, Gra05, Haf08, Hal03, Hal06, Han07a, Hay02b, Hem03, Hen07a, Hig06, Hod01, Hod06a, Hoy01, Hug08, Hun05a, Hun05b, Hun07a, Joh03a, Joh04c, Joh05c, Jon02a, Jon04, Kas02, Kip04, Lam02, Loh08, Lev07, Log08, Mac00b, Mac08b, Mac08a, Mac09b, Mac05, Mac07, Mac08c, Mai09, Man01a, Maz07a, Mer08, Mir07, Mor03a, Mor01a, Mor02c, MW07, MW09b]. Cambridge [Ner05, Nut04, Oll02, Pag03, Pal02, Pan08, Pem04, Pet08, Por01, Pye09, Qui08, Rad02, Rad03b, Ram02, Ren06, Ric01b, Ric08, Rob06, Rob09c, Sen02b, Shao2, Sir06, Smi02b, Smi05b, Smi06f, Smi08b, Smi08f,
Common [Gui85, Pen04, TF02].
Commonwealth [Elm82, Poo09, Dub06].
Communicating
[LBV80, Par01a, Sec08, Kni06b].
Community [San08, May05b, Mos07].
Companion
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